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Empowering Individuals

The Vidya Social Empowerment Center(VSEC) is an initiative to streamline and implement the social empowerment 
initiatives of Vidya International Charitable Trust. VSEC helms for the empowerment of essential pillars of the society-

parents, children, youth and teachers-aligned with Vidya's core vision and mission. 

The general objective of VSEC is to create a society where members possess a sense of responsibility that helps them 
as an individual and as a member of the society towards nation building.

Focus Points

Goal

To inculcate, elucidate, 
and imbibe ideas and 

Knowledge to enhance 
your skills.

Exploration

To provide the best quality 
understanding of each 'n' 

everything that will help to 
widen & sharpen your ideas 

and intelligence.

Benchmark

Divide yourself into a world 
full of knowledge and get to 
know the latest happenings 

around you.

Outlook

Direct you to the path of 
Intelligence & Perseverance



Wings Of VSEC

The budding wing  focuses on empowering school students by 
♦Motivational Sessions             ♦Quiz Competitions  
♦Empowerment Programs         ♦Summer Camps
The programmes by Budding Wing are designed to help students to 
improve their communication, confidence and motivation and elevate 
themselves to their greatest potential.

Budding Wing

The training wing is focused to prepare instructors to update themselves
with the latest knowledge and skills through Training of Trainers (ToT)
programmes. These programmes would help to present information
effectively, respond to participant questions, and lead activities that
reinforce learning. Training wing aims to develop essential skills for the
teachers to deal with students and get an awareness of how to teach the
newer generations.

Training Wing



Wings Of VSEC

The blooming wing is focused on developing career ready individuals 
who have an understanding of oneself, knowledge of career and work 
environments, formulating career goals and plans to achieve them. 
This wing aims to develop essential skills which will help the 
participants to access a better career opportunities by
♦Personality Development Training        ♦Basic IT awareness 
♦Communication skills and Soft skills training

Blooming Wing

The moulding wing focuses on parental education which improves
parents’ sense of self-efficacy and competency, as well as parental
satisfaction.This wing will also help the participants explore the
techniques for self-care, stay cautious about cyber security and fraud
traps, and will also help parents to stay educated about effective screen
usage of their children.

Moulding Wing



Recent Activities
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